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Today, during the afternoon, while I was doing some housework the following vision 

suddenly came to me: 

A lake of very crystalline, pure and blue water, in stillness, was surrounded by a flower 

garden with trees of serene and clear green. Everything was bathed in sunlight. The colours 

shone and everything breathed stillness, beauty, harmony, silence and peace. 

  

A drop of water that was like a small crystal falls very serenely on the still lake. All this 

happens in silence. As it falls a concentric circular wave is formed around the place where 

the water droplet fell. Then another concentric circular wave and another. Until the entire 

lake was surrounded by concentric circular waves. 

 

Each circle was the same distance from the others. They moved with great serenity and in 

perfectly timed rhythm. In turn, each circle of serene waves or ripples moved the surface of 

the lake and it was if the whole lake moved in a rhythmic movement that seemed like a 

dance of peace. 

  

As the serene lake moved, everything around it came to life, because the light that radiated 

from the sun towards the lake was reflected in it more vividly because of this rhythmic 

movement. And the light that came from the sun was reflected from it towards everything 

else. And through that reflection of light, life was infused into everything. 

 

Now, the lake in that serene movement, was like a mirror that reflected the sun, and as it 

reflected it, a joyful and melodious song of great beauty began to be heard. The song welled 

up from within all things as if it were a song of gratitude. They were notes and chords of 

ineffable beauty that, however, occurred in silence. But somehow one knew that this 

soundless music was a choir where every note was perfect in the sum total of that hymn. 

And in its entirety, the anthem said: thank you for giving me life. (The vision ends here) 

 

Then the voice that is not voice, but pure thought was said in me: 

Voice of Jesus: The lake represents the souls of all humankind. The drop of water is you. The 

concentric waves are the symbol of peace that will spread from you to all souls. For no one 

will ever be excluded from the divine grace that through you, will be given from the Holy 

Spirit who dwells in you. You must teach peace so you understand what it is. For this, I want 

a Movement to be created that will be an instrument of holiness for many. It will be a source 

of healing. A source of light for the nations and for all minds created and loved by God. The 

Movement will be called Pilgrims of Peace. 



It will be an inspirational Movement. There will be no structures or hierarchies. I am the 

head of the Movement because the Holy Spirit will be the one who will guide hearts and will 

lead them to where I please, without prejudice to freedom. The Movement will have only 

one law: the law of love. Truly, this is the law of Heaven, where this Movement comes from 

as a gift of perfect love for all those who seek peace. Everyone is invited to be part of this 

Movement. Everyone is invited to be a Pilgrim of Peace because they are all my brothers and 

sisters and I love them all equally. You wonder why this name? What does it mean to be a 

Pilgrim of Peace? 

 

To be a Pilgrim of Peace is to travel an inner path to reach the peace of God, hand in hand 

with this breath of living love that the wind of my Spirit stirs up in the heart. A Pilgrim of 

Peace goes through life being a reflection and mirror of holiness. Living life knowing that he 

and she are in the world but not of the world. Day by day, living a life of peace that has no 

end. Living in peace, they radiate a peace that will light up the world. 

 

A Pilgrim of Peace has only one goal in this world and that is to attain the peace that has no 

opposite because they know that there is no other than God’s. Their whole life is centred on 

this goal and will not do anything that jeopardises this peace, even if it seems good or 

necessary to do. Truly they have received the greatest of my gifts of the celestial Spirit – 

living with total trust in the Holy Spirit because he and she know they are sons and 

daughters of God. They will attain the peace of Heaven. 

 

The symbol of the Pilgrims of Peace will be the smile; a smile in the Spirit. Because it will be 

my smile that is expressed in whoever wants to undertake this holy pilgrimage towards the 

heart of God. The Movement will not seek proselytes or followers. All Pilgrims of Peace live 

their lives centred in the Holy Spirit. It is the Spirit alone who lovingly leads and accompanies 

each Pilgrim of Peace. Let no one try to usurp this function of the Holy Spirit. I alone am the 

owner of hearts and desire to lead them to the heart of God, Creator of what is perfect. 

 

Pilgrims of Peace will come from all parts of the world. Some will belong to formal religions, 

others to none, and others will not even consciously know they are part of the Movement. 

But all will be reached by the grace of holiness and peace that will be spread through each 

Pilgrim of Peace. 

 

Silence will be the great companion of the Pilgrim of Peace, because in that silence there 

must be prayer-love where the Pilgrim will hear the voice of God speak, and be guided by 

the Spirit of love within. In this way, the Pilgrim of Peace does not judge anyone or anything 

as they understand everything is in the hands of God, including the Pilgrim themselves who 

has made the decision to be a mirror of holiness. 

 

The purpose of the Movement will be to form true worshippers of God, for they will worship 

in spirit and truth; inside and outside of temples and other structures, and in their jobs or 

places of work. The place itself is not important for the Pilgrim of Peace, the only important 

thing for those who are part of my design is that they experience inner peace and remain in 

my peace. 



 

Sebastian: It was shown to me a luminous circular medal with a white dove in the centre 

and a radiant inscription that surrounded the medal and said, I am a Pilgrim of Peace. 

 

Jesus: The Holy Spirit will sculpt in the soul of each Pilgrim of Peace the medal that you have 

seen and that is a symbol of their function. This spiritual medal will be engraved in the souls 

that consecrate themselves to the Holy Spirit through this prayer that I give out of love for 

all humanity. Whoever consecrates him or herself to the Holy Spirit will attain the peace of 

God. 

 

Holy Spirit, source of peace! Today I consecrate myself to you and offer you all I am as a 

sacred offering. Guide my thoughts with your Holy Wisdom so that it is the source of my 

knowledge and action. May my only goal be to achieve holiness. 

Holy Spirit, teacher and guardian of peace, I desire to travel with you the paths of the world 

teaching love wherever you send me. I desire to be a mirror of your love, a Pilgrim of Peace 

and be able to know what the peace of God is. And in this way, I can bear witness to the 

truth by recognising what we truly are: the holy children of love. Amen. Amen. Amen. 


